ABSTRACT Adaptation and homeostasis are essential properties of all living systems. However, our knowledge about the reaction kinetic mechanisms leading to robust homeostatic behavior in the presence of environmental perturbations is still poor. Here, we describe, and provide physiological examples of, a set of two-component controller motifs that show robust homeostasis. This basic set of controller motifs, which can be considered as complete, divides into two operational work modes, termed as inflow and outflow control. We show how controller combinations within a cell can integrate uptake and metabolization of a homeostatic controlled species and how pathways can be activated and lead to the formation of alternative products, as observed, for example, in the change of fermentation products by microorganisms when the supply of the carbon source is altered. The antagonistic character of hormonal control systems can be understood by a combination of inflow and outflow controllers.
INTRODUCTION
Homeostasis is the concept that describes the coordinated physiological processes maintaining most of the steady states in organisms (1-3). Homeostasis does not necessarily imply a lack of change, but may include time-dependent behavior such as set-point changes or oscillatory responses (1, 2) . Alternative terminologies, such as predictive homeostasis (4, 5) , rheostasis (5, 6) , or allostasis (5,7), have been suggested to address these dynamic aspects of homeostatic control, and to emphasize the connection to adaptive and anticipatory functions of circadian rhythms together with the occurrence of orchestrated set-point changes. Common to all these homeostasis-related concepts is the presence of coordinated responses to maintain internal cellular and organismic stability (8) .
An important aspect of adaptive or homeostatic systems is their robustness (9) (10) (11) (12) (13) (14) , i.e., their ability to maintain functionality in the presence of various uncontrollable environmental disturbances. From a control-engineering perspective, the concept of integral control leads to robust perfect adaptation (15) . The use of integral control in homeostatic biological systems (16) was discussed by Saunders and colleagues (17, 18) and its use in robust perfect adaptation of reaction kinetic networks has been demonstrated by Yi et al. (19) and others (20) (21) (22) (23) . We showed that the presence of zero-order kinetics in the degradation/ inhibition of the controller molecule in two-component negative feedback loops is a way to achieve integral control and robust homeostasis (21) . As a continuation of our previous work (21) , we present here, with physiological examples, a complete set of two-component homeostatic controller motifs and their division into inflow and outflow controllers. We identify parameters that influence the accuracy of the controllers and determine how hierarchical homeostatic behaviors of combined controllers can lead to multiple steady-state levels corresponding to the different controllers' set points. We show how controller combinations can integrate uptake and assimilation within a cell and may lead to pathway switching in terms of outflow control, forming new products. Also, dysfunctional behavior, such as integral windup (15) , has been found in single and combined controllers, and its possible biological significance in relation to disease is mentioned.
COMPUTATIONAL METHODS
Rate equations were solved numerically using MATLAB/SIMULINK and FORTRAN. For details, see the Supporting Material. To make notations simpler, concentrations of compounds are denoted by compound names without square brackets. Concentrations and rate constants are given in arbitrary units (a.u.) unless stated otherwise.
RESULTS

Basic set of homeostatic controller motifs
The motifs we consider here consist of negative feedback loops with two species, A and E, both of which are being formed and turned over. In control theoretic terms, A is called the controlled variable, which is kept at a homeostatic level, whereas species E is the manipulated variable (MV). Fig. 1 a shows the (complete) set of eight two-component molecular representations of negative feedback loops between A and E (hereby called motifs or controllers). The systematic construction of the eight motifs is given in the Supporting Material.
It should be noted that the negative feedback loops alone are not sufficient to provide homeostasis. Ni et al. (21) found that to achieve perturbation-independent homeostasis, the removal of E by zero-order kinetics (due to an enzyme, E set ) is a sufficient condition. We will show below that under these zero-order kinetic conditions, integral control is operational, where the level of E is proportional to the integrated error between A and set point A set .
Four of the motifs in Fig. 1 were published previously (21), and Yi et al. (19) gave the first example of motif 2 exhibiting robust homeostasis by including zero-order removal of the MV, but without mentioning the importance of zero-order kinetics in obtaining integral control. Here, we describe four additional motifs, which makes the set complete.
Closer inspection of the motifs shows that the set divides equally into two operational classes recognized in our previous work (21) and termed inflow and outflow controllers. However, inflow controllers are here redefined as maintaining homeostasis by adding A to the system from an internal or environmental source, whereas outflow controllers maintain homeostasis by removing A from the system.
The dynamics of A can be written as
where k inflow pert and k outflow pert are parameters related to uncontrolled inflow/outflow perturbations, and j A is the E-mediated compensatory flux, which adds A to or removes it from the system by inflow or outflow controllers, respectively.
As emphasized previously (21) , the homeostatic behavior of inflow controllers breaks down when there are large uncontrolled inflows, whereas outflow controllers lose their homeostatic behavior in the presence of large uncontrolled outflows. At these breakdowns, the E-mediated compensatory fluxes ðj A Þ of added or removed A become zero, and Typically, the homeostatic behavior of all inflow controllers breaks down when inflow perturbations become dominant (A ss levels rise above A set ; left), whereas for outflow controllers, homeostasis breakdown is observed when outflow perturbations from A become dominant (A ss levels decrease below A set ; right). At these breakdowns, the compensatory flux, j A (Eq. 1), is zero, which defines the lower borders of the controller homeostatic regions.
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Set-point determination and controller accuracy
The motifs in Fig. 1 a show four different ways in which A can influence E: 1), by activating the removal of E (motifs 1 and 6); 2), by activating the synthesis of E (motifs 2 and 5); 3), by inhibiting the synthesis of E (motifs 3 and 8); and 4), by inhibiting the removal of E (motifs 4 and 7).
The expression for the set point, A set , for each controller motif is determined by the steady-state condition of the MV, E, by how A influences E, and by assuming that E is removed by an enzyme, E set , with zero-order kinetics. As an example, the following equations show the determination of A set for inflow controller 3, where A is inhibiting E:
When K E set M ( E, the steady-state condition in E leads to the expression for the theoretical set point of inflow controller 3:
If the value of K E set M is comparable to the level of E, a difference between the theoretical set point (Eq. 3) and the steadystate value of A ðA ss Þ is introduced, which can be related to the controller's accuracy, a, defined by a ¼ A set À A ss .
We note that homeostatic breakdown of a controller due to large inflow/outflow changes, as indicated in Fig. 1 b, and a controller's accuracy are therefore two distinct features (see also Fig. S9 ).
To identify the mathematical expression for the accuracy, a, we compare the rate equations of the individual controllers with the structure of a standard integral control law from control engineering (15), i.e., _ E ¼ K i Â ðA set À A meas Þ, where K i is called the integral gain, A meas is the measurement signal, and A set is the theoretical set point. For inflow controller 3 (Eq. 2), we get the integral control law
with f ðEÞ ¼ E=ðK E set M þ EÞ. Note that the measurement signal, A meas , is generally a nonlinear function of A, i.e., A meas ¼ gðAÞ. In terms of biochemical processes in cells, A meas reflects the overall signal-transduction events originating from A and leading to a change in E. For controllers 3, 4, 7, and 8, the integral gain, K i , varies with the level of A. In control theoretical terms this is referred to as gain scheduling (15) .
The accuracy, a ¼ A set À A ss , of inflow controller 3 can be calculated by finding A ss from the steady-state condition for E using Eq. 2 or Eq. 4. Table 1 groups the controllers in accordance with conditions 1-4 (defined above) of how A affects E and shows that each group has its own expression for A set , A meas , K i , and a. Rate equations of the controller motifs are given in the Supporting Material.
As shown in Table 1 , two parameters determine the accuracy of a controller: the Michaelis constant, K E set M (through f ðEÞ), from the degradation of E by E set (present in all controllers); and the inhibition constant, K A I (A inhibiting the formation or removal of E), for controllers 3, 4, 7, and 8.
Although the accuracy, a, of each controller is perfect ðaz0Þ when f ðEÞz1, i.e., K E set M ( E and K A I ( A (only for controller 3, 4, 7, and 8), the a values differ for each of the four cases in Table 1 when K E set M cannot be ignored in comparison with E. A graphical presentation of the accuracy of the controllers as a function of E, K E set M , and K A I is given in Fig. S10 . For motifs 1, 3, 6, and 8, a has large unbounded negative values when E becomes small, whereas for the remaining motifs 2, 4, 5, and 7, a increases with decreasing E, with a ¼ A set being an upper bound. 
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Performance of individual controllers
We considered the question of what factors will influence the homeostatic regions when controllers have the same accuracies and set points.
If no restrictions are made on the concentrations in E and on the inflow/outflow compensatory fluxes, j A , all eight controllers show identical regions of homeostasis, only limited by the lower j A flux border of the controllers, as indicated in Fig. 1 b. However, differences in controller performances occur when the compensatory fluxes, j A , become limited due to either different capacities of the different controllers to generate E or differences in the kinetics of the E-induced j A fluxes.
To illustrate the influence of j A limitation on homeostatic performance, we chose for each controller a set point of 2.0 a.u. and a maximum compensating flux of j A;max ¼ 10 a.u. To achieve this, the V E tr max parameters for controllers 1, 3, 5, and 7 were chosen such that j A;max ¼ 10 is obtained at a maximum level of E max ¼ 20, whereas for the E-inhibiting controllers, j A;max ¼ 10 is obtained when E/0. Note that the E-activated fluxes, j A , in controllers 1, 3, 5, and 7 are first-order with respect to E, whereas the j A fluxes due to E inhibition (controllers 2, 4, 6, and 8) show saturation kinetics, i.e., j A ¼ j A;max Â K E I =ðK E I þ EÞ (see derivation of j A in the Supporting Material, Eq. S12). As will be shown below, these differences between E-activating and E-inhibiting j A kinetics will lead to different controller performance.
When comparing A ss levels between controllers, we found that all E-activating controllers (1, 3, 5, and 7) behaved practically identically, as did all E-inhibiting controllers (2, 4, 6, and 8). However, when comparing E-inhibiting controllers with E-activating controllers, the E-inhibiting controllers performed less well at low K E I values than did the E-activating controllers. As an example, Fig. 2 shows the steady-state values of A, E, and j A for controllers 1 and 2 and controllers 5 and 6. E-activating controllers 1 and 5 (Fig. 2, red) can maintain their homeostatic steady states in A as long as j A < j A;max . Once j A /j A;max ¼ 10 the upper border of the homeostatic region is reached and homeostasis breaks down. For low K E I values, the j A fluxes of E-inhibiting controllers 2 and 6 (Fig. 2, blue) are not large enough to compensate for the applied outflow perturbation, and their homeostatic performance is poor compared to the E-activating controllers. However, at larger K E I and j A;max values, the performance of the E-inhibiting controllers can match the performance of the E-activating controllers.
On the other hand, when the first-order kinetics with respect to E in the E-activating controllers is replaced by saturation kinetics, i.e., j A ¼ j A;max Â E=ðK E a þ EÞ, then, as for the E-inhibiting controllers (Fig. 2) , the homeostatic performance is dependent on the value of K by the maximum compensatory flux j A;max (see Supporting Material for derivation of j A expression (Eq. S8) and details (Fig. S7) ). Thus, the homeostatic performance of the controllers depends largely on the kinetics of the compensatory flux, j A , and its limits and not on the negative feedback structure of the controller motif.
Controllers' hierarchical dominance
Many of the homeostatic control mechanisms that occur in higher organisms are mediated by hormones that often act as antagonistic pairs when exercising control on a particular compound (such as blood glucose). As inflowand outflow-controller motifs can be identified as occurring as physiological antagonists (see Discussion), we investigated homeostatic performance by combining inflow-and outflow-controller motifs. set , where i and j refer to inflow-and k and l to outflow-controller motifs. These possible controller combinations are described in more detail in the following sections.
For the sake of simplicity, we will not consider an upper j A limit in the capacity of controllers that may lead to homeostatic breakdown, as shown in Fig. 2 . However, in the Supporting Material, we give an example (Fig. S13) of how the overall region of homeostasis is the union of the homeostatic regions of the inflow/outflow controllers, with the upper j A borders of the two controllers defining the limits of the overall homeostatic region. The lower j A borders (Fig. 1 b) of both controllers merge and are embedded in the region of homeostasis. Dependent on the inflow or outflow perturbations, the steady-state level of A will either end up at one of the set points or stay between the set points.
In the case where the inflow perturbation is dominating, the outflow controller will remove any excess of A until A out set is reached. When initial levels of A are lower than A in set (Fig. 4 a) , the inflow controller is active until the A level has exceeded A in set . Although the inflow controller has become inactive, the dominating inflow perturbation will drive the level of A to A out set . A slight increase of A above A out set will activate the outflow controller and keep the A level at A out set (Fig. 4 b) . When the initial level of A is above A out set (Fig. 4 c) , the inflow controller is inactive and the outflow controller will drive A to A out set and keep it there. If the outflow perturbation is dominant, the inflow controller will add A to the system and finally keep the level of A at A in set . If the level of A is below A in set (Fig. 4 e) , the outflow controller is inactive, but the inflow controller will add sufficient A to the system to keep the level of A at A in set (Fig. 4 f) . In the case where the initial A level is above A out set (Fig. 4 g) , the outflow controller will be active until the level of A has sunken to A out set . Then the dominating outflow perturbation will drive the A level to A in set . Once the level of A is below A in set , the inflow controller will become active and keep the A level at A in set . In case the inflow/outflow perturbations are such that the steady state of A lies between the upper and lower set points, the level of A will remain at this position, with both inflow and outflow controllers inactive (Fig. 4 d) . . The two homeostatic domains are separated by a transition zone, in which both controllers are inactive. The borders to the transition zone (Fig. 4 h, dashed lines) are described by two equations, compactly written as In this case, the steady-state level of A will end up at the common set point (within the limits of the accuracy). Both controllers will in general be active and the level of controller activity (i.e., the fluxes of A being transported in and out) depends on the levels of inflow and outflow perturbations. Both controllers may eventually reach their maximum capacities (maximum E or j A levels), leading to controller breakdown, similar to the case in Fig. 2 for individual controllers 1 and 5.
When controllers are of the inhibiting kind (motifs 2, 4, 6, and 8), E will become zero, leading to the least possible inhibition and to controller breakdown, as shown for controllers 2 and 6 in Fig. 2 (see also Fig. S19 d) . Combining two inflow controllers, i and j (assuming a high uncontrolled outflow in A), controller i, with the higher set point, is active and determines the set point, whereas controller j, with the lower set point, is inactive (Fig. S17) . When combining two outflow controllers, k and l (assuming a high uncontrolled inflow in A), controller l, with the lower set point, will dominate and determine the A value. Controller k, with the higher set point, is inactive, because the level of A is lower than A out;k set and there is no need for controller k to remove more A.
Activating pathways
Using Combination 1 between an inflow and an outflow controller, the activation of the outflow controller pathway is observed when an (uncontrolled) inflow of A into a cell becomes dominant. In Fig. 4 f, a sudden dominating inflow perturbation will lead to a change from inflow control to outflow control (Fig. 4 b) via the transition zone (Fig. 4 d) . In addition, a change (increase) in the steady-state concentration of A from A in set to A out set will be observed. In terms of outflow control, two situations can be considered, one in which excess of A is transported out of the cell (excreted), as in Fig. 3 , or one in which the excess of environmentally taken up A (environmental concentration of A is denoted A ext ) is transformed into one or several products within the cell by an overflow pathway (with flux j 2 ) (Fig. 5 a) . In Fig. 5 a, A can Fig. 5 a) , the level of A is determined by inflow controller 1 with A in set ¼ 1, and all A is directed into the essential pathway with flux j 1 . Typically, for inflow controllers, transporter E 1 will deliver to the essential pathway only as much A as is needed (which may depend on environmental conditions). At these conditions, the overflow pathway is shut off. However, when an additional large inflow of A occurs, the concentration of A within the cell increases until the set point of the outflow controller is exceeded. At that stage, the outflow controller is activated and removes excess of A by enzyme E 5 with 
At low A ext (and low growth rate), i.e., when there is a relatively high cell internal demand for A, inflow controller 1 supplies the necessary A flux needed by the essential pathway, keeping the internal level of A at A in set . At this stage, flux j 2 (and thereby j 2;frac ) is low and j 1;frac is close to 1, as shown in Fig. 5 c. With increasing A ext levels (and increasing growth rates), the inflow of A (with rate constant k inflow pert ) increases and the inflow controller is no longer able to maintain homeostasis. As a result, the internal A concentration increases until the set point of the outflow controller is reached ðA out set Þ. In Fig. 5 d, an analogous behavior of fractional carbon fluxes in Streptococcus lactis (26, 27 ) is shown, changing from mixed-acid fermentation at low growth rates to lactic acid fermentation at high growth rates. Although the phenomenon of metabolic shifting as shown in Fig. 5 d is still not fully understood (27) , the concept of coupled inflow and outflow controllers may provide an explanation of how an alternative pathway could be activated in terms of homeostatic set-point switching. values for some controllers) are related to controller accuracy, a ( Table 1 ). The biological significance of these controller motifs is briefly discussed in the next sections.
Biological significance
We asked the question to what extent the controller motifs and their inflow/outflow and switching behaviors can be related to physiological observations. Due to space limitations, we focus here on a few examples concerning metal-ion homeostasis and hormonal systems and how degradation/inhibition mechanisms may be involved in set-point determination. Further descriptions and several other physiological examples are given in the Supporting Material.
Iron, heme, and metal-ion homeostasis
In Arabidopsis, IRT1 is the major high-affinity transporter for the uptake of iron and other metals. IRT1 has been found to be subject to an iron-induced turnover (28) . Combining this with an IRT1-mediated uptake of iron, inflow controller motif 1 (Fig. 1 a) , with IRT1 playing the role of E, appears to be a plausible candidate (see also Fig. S22 ). Further support for the presence of inflow-control-mediated metalion homeostasis comes from yeast studies, where inflow controller motifs can be identified (see Supporting Material). In these cases, metal-ion-mediated turnover of the various transporters by the ubiquitin-proteasome pathway has been implicated with respect to iron, zinc, and copper (29) (30) (31) . The presence of an inflow controller motif for iron uptake by plants reflects the limited access plants have for iron, as under normal conditions iron in soil is present as little soluble iron(III)-oxide. To our knowledge, for higher plants, no outflow controller motif has been identified with respect to iron homeostasis.
Interestingly, in the case of yeast, there is evidence for an iron-outflow controller motif, where transcription factor Aft1p activates Cth2, which specifically downregulates mRNAs that encode proteins participating in iron-dependent and consuming processes (32) (Fig. S23) .
With respect to mammalian iron homeostasis, inflow controller 1 and outflow controller 5 can be identified. At low and limiting iron concentrations, iron homeostasis can be described by inflow controller 1, where IRP2 (together with IRP1) plays the role of the MV, E, stabilizing mRNAs of iron-utilizing proteins by binding to iron-responsive elements (33) and activating the flow of iron into the cell by transferrin receptors (34, 35) . As iron levels increase, IRP2 becomes subject to an iron-dependent proteasomal degradation mediated by the F-box protein FBXL5, which becomes stabilized as iron concentrations increase (Fig. S20) . At high iron concentrations active IRP levels are low due to the degradation of IRP2 by the proteasome (36, 37) and the transformation of IRP1 to an aconitase (33) . This allows controller motif 5 to take over by exporting iron out of the cell using the iron-induced transporter ferroportin, which corresponds to the MV. Ferroportin is regulated by binding to hepcidin, which leads to internalization and degradation of ferroportin (Fig. S21) (38) . Thus, variations in iron concentration may lead to switching between inflow-and outflow-controller mechanisms (in analogy to Fig. 4 ) while maintaining iron homeostasis (36, 37, 39) .
Heme, an iron-containing porphyrin is an important cofactor for many proteins and found to be under homeostatic control. Heme production has been found to be Biophysical Journal 103(9) 2000-2010 inhibited by Rev-erba (a transcriptional repressor) by inhibiting PGC-1, a key metabolic transcription factor (40) . To obtain homeostatic control of heme, heme could either activate Rev-erba (Fig. 1 a, motif 2) or inhibit Rev-erba degradation/inhibition (Fig. 1 a, motif 4) . Studies of a Drosophila homolog of Rev-erba, E75, indicate that E75 binds to heme and leads to an increase in E75 stability (41) , suggesting that inflow controller motif 4 is a possible candidate for the homeostatic regulation of heme in flies and maybe in mammals (Fig. S25) . Interestingly, besides regulating heme homeostasis, Rev-erba is also implicated in the coordination of the mammalian circadian clock, acting there as an inhibitor of BMAL1 (42, 43) , as well as in glucose homeostasis and energy metabolism (44) , indicating a relationship between homeostatic and circadian control.
Homeostasis by hormonal control
Hormones play an essential part in the homeostasis of our bodies by controlling a variety of parameters such as iron, glucose, calcium, or potassium/sodium. Interestingly, hormonal control systems have an antagonistic organization and come generally in pairs. There has been made the argument that one (hormonal) controller would in principle be sufficient for providing homeostasis and not two (18) . So, why have two? Using the control of blood glucose by insulin and glucagon as examples, Saunders and colleagues have investigated this question and provided a theory ('integral rein control') (18) of two antagonistic integral controllers that allow to make the system stable against relatively large perturbations in either direction. Studying various homeostatic systems controlled by hormones, it turns out that the two opposing hormonal controllers in 'integral rein control' appear closely related to the inflow and outflow controllers shown in Fig. 1 . For example, control of blood glucose by insulin is closely related to outflow controller motif 5 (Fig. S35) , whereas the homeostatic behavior provided by glucagon is that of inflow controller motif 3 (Fig. S36) . The homeostatic regulation of iron in mammals by inflow controller 1 (with respect to IRT's) and outflow controller 5 (with respect to ferroportin) was already discussed above. See the Supporting Material for additional descriptions of hormone-regulated systems.
Controller limits
In most of our calculations, we assumed that controller performance was ideal, and not restricted by the controller capacity. However, due to the nature of inflow and outflow controllers, breakdowns occur when individual inflow or outflow controllers experience dominating inflow or outflow perturbations, respectively, as indicated in Fig. 1 b. This type of breakdown can be omitted when inflow and outflow controllers are combined in antagonistic pairs (Fig. 4) . In addition, homeostatic control also breaks down when, for example, the amount of the MV, i.e., E, becomes limiting (Fig. 2) . This type of homeostasis breakdown is related to a controller overload.
Controller breakdown also occurs when the compensating flux, j A , becomes saturated and independent of E, for example, by a finite amount of an enzyme that catalyzes the production of A. In this case, the error between the set point of the (measured) value of A becomes constant and one observes a steady increase in E without decreasing the error (until saturation of E may occur). This type of behavior is referred to as integral windup in control engineering. Integral windup can also be observed in controller Combination 3, where the inflow and outflow controllers are of the E-activating type (controllers 1, 3, 5, 7) . In this case, because A in set >A out set , both controllers remain active, as indicated in Fig. S15 b. Because there is a constant error between the actual value of A and the set points of the controllers in the case of both inflow and outflow controllers, in principle, E will increase without limits.
Biological systems of course have capacity limits, for example, on the amounts of proteins/enzymes produced. Thus, integral windup may represent a challenge with respect to the capacity demands biological controllers can tolerate, and it may lead to disease. The occurrence and significance of integral windup in biological systems is little explored and we wish to return to this subject later. The Supporting Material gives a brief description of when integral windup may occur in controller combinations under ideal conditions and with no capacity limits.
Since its introduction by Cannon, the concept of homeostasis addressing fixed set points has undergone several critical analyses (5, 8) . Set points were found to change, as in the case of body temperature, for example, which varies in a circadian manner, whereas during pathogen attack it rises and causes fever. These and other observations led to the concepts of predictive homeostasis (4) and rheostasis (6) . In an approach to include anticipatory set-point changes, as well as controller overload, Sterling and Eyer introduced the term allostasis (7, 8) . The controller motifs presented here, together with their breakdown by molecular mechanisms, may provide tools to further investigate conditions related to the limits of homeostatic regulation (8) .
CONCLUSIONS
We have presented a basic set of controller motifs that can show robust homeostasis, but we have also identified several causes for controller breakdown. For some of these motifs, we have identified their presence in physiological situations, but the role of isolated motifs should be viewed critically, as homeostatic controllers are embedded in interconnected networks from which new properties may emerge. The controller motifs presented here can be regarded as basic building blocks to provide homeostatic and adaptive behaviors.
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